The paper de nes concepts of real wealth and saving which take i n to account the intertemporal index number problem that results from changing interest rates. Unlike conventional measures of real wealth, which are based on the market value of assets and ignore the index number problem, the new measure correctly re ects the changes in the welfare of households over time. An empirically operational approximation to the theoretical measure is provided and applied to US data. A major empirical nding is that US real nancial wealth increased strongly in the 1980s, much more than is revealed by the market value of assets.
Introduction
Developed economies spend considerable resources on the measurement of aggregate consumption, production and wealth. These data serve both as indicators of welfare and as input into explanatory macroeconomic models. With respect to the measurement of in ation and real GDP growth, economists and statistical agencies become more and more aware of the di cult index number problems involved, and try to nd solutions based on economic theory. A good example is the recent discussion on the measurement of the CPI cf. the Symposium in the Winter 1998 issue of the Journal of Economic Perspectives. At the moment, no similar e orts are made on the measurement of real wealth. Since wealth is used to buy consumption goods at di erent points in time, c hanges in the relative price of current and future consumption, i.e., changes in real interest rates, pose an index numberproblem in the intertemporal dimension which is similar to static index number problems.
Current practice is to compute real wealth" as the nominal value of assets, divided by the GDP de ator, which is the price level of current goods. This procedure ignores the intertemporal index number problem altogether. It amounts to de ating the nominal value of assets by the price of one particular class of goods, namely current consumption or production. Formally, this is analogous to de ning real GDP as nominal GDP divided by the price of one particular good, for example the price of hamburgers, which gives a measure that could becalled the Big-Mac-Index" of GDP.
Economists seem to beconvinced that there exist better measures of real GDP than the Big-Mac-Index. In this paper I argue that the same is true for real wealth, and I develop a measure that accounts for the intertemporal index number problem. I will show, both in theory and in an empirical application, that the new measure can signi cantly deviate from conventional wealth series. Such an improved measure of real wealth is important in several respects. First, it is a better welfare indicator. If the market value of assets increases because interest rates have fallen, are households richer, not just in a nominal, but in a real sense? Real wealth as I de ne it answers this question. It has the property that an increase in its value indicates an improvement in the economic situation of a household. I will show that this is not true for the currently used wealth measures. Second, real wealth plays an important role in the measurement o f s a ving. Several authors have pointed out that conventional measures of national saving, based on the National Accounts, are insu cient. They re ect investment in physical capital 1 only, and even here they are incomplete, since they use some more or less arbitrary accounting principles for asset valuation, and exclude changes in the value of existing capital. Bradford 1989 Bradford , 1990 Bradford , 1991 has forcefully argued that the change in the market value of assets is a better measure of saving than those derived from the National Accounts. The same view is expressed, e.g., in Barro 1989, p.50 . One can criticise these claims on two grounds cf. the comment of Stiglitz, 1991, on Bradford. First, one may argue that asset prices contain valuation bubbles 2 , and changes in asset prices thus not always re ect changes in real wealth reasonably de ned. The fact that the proposed measure of national saving is very volatile, and even negative in some years, may b e i n terpreted as pointing in this direction. The second critique concerns the inherent index number problem, caused by c hanges in interest rates. The latter problem is solved if saving is de ned not as the change in market values, but as the change in real wealth as de ned in the present paper. On the rst criticism, the present paper has nothing to say. I proceed under the strict neoclassical assumptions of rational expectations and asset valuation by fundamentals, which I consider as a useful starting point of the analysis. An interesting question, which I will analyse theoretically as well as empirically, is whether the savings measure based on real wealth is less volatile than the measure based on the market value of assets.
Third, the new measure of real wealth has potential implications for the de nition of the income tax base. In many European countries, as well as in the US, the ideal" base of income taxation is considered to be the Schanz-Haig-Simons concept of income cf., for example, Goode, 1990, p.62 . This includes the change in the market value of assets, adjusted, of course, for in ation. The appeal of this concept is not derived from formal models of optimal taxation, it is rather based on more traditional considerations of fairness and ability t o p a y . T ax theorists often complain that the practical implementation of the income tax does not account for in ationary 1 They fail to include important i n v estment activities such a s i n v estment i n h uman capital, public investment, and some others see Eisner, 1988 , Eisner, 1989 . They also fail to account for the depletion of natural resources Hartwick 1990. 2 Cf. the literature on the excess volatility of asset prices, for example Shiller 1981 Shiller , 1989 changes in asset values. This paper shows that accounting for in ation in the usual sense is still insu cient. In addition, it is necessary to account for revaluations of assets that re ect changes in the intertemporal price structure, without changing the real wealth position of households. In the spirit of Schanz-Haig-Simons, only changes in real wealth as de ned in this paper should be included in the income tax base. Finally, real wealth plays a role in the explanation of the observed consumption behavior of households. It is clear that a model of the intertemporal allocation of consumption can be formulated and solved without any reference to real wealth, as any textbook on this issue demonstrates. The market value of assets plus the expected future path of interest rates provide the necessary information to predict the consumption path. However, the concept of real wealth helps in the interpretation of household behavior, by providing a Slutsky-type decomposition of changes in consumption into wealth and substitution e ects. If the values of assets increase because interest rates have fallen, does consumption rise because of a wealth e ect, a substitution e ect, or both? This kind of questions can beanswered by reference to a theoretically founded concept of real wealth.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 develops a de nition of real wealth. To allow empirical measurements, an operational approximation to the theoretical wealth concept is developed in Section 3. Section 4 studies the relationship between asset values, real wealth and interest rates in the framework of a general equilibrium business cycle model with money. Section 5 estimates real nancial wealth in the US. Section 6 concludes.
Theoretical Concepts of Wealth and Saving

Principles
The analysis of this paper starts from the principle, which is almost a tautology, that a theoretically satisfactory de nition of wealth as a welfare measure must be tied to the utility of an economic agent. However, this principle implies that changes of wealth over time are related to changes of utility over time, and these cannot always be rigorously de ned. For example, the structure of the decision problem of a household with nite time horizon is di erent i n e v ery period fewer and fewer periods to go, so that there is no rm basis for utility comparisons over time. It therefore seems necessary to employ the theoretical idealisation of an in nitely lived agent or dynasty, which discounts future utility by a constant discount factor. Formally, we require that the decision problem of the household at time t can berepresented in the form max E t 1 X =t t, uc 1 subject to certain constraints. The optimisation problem 1 leads to a Bellman-type value function V which gives the expected discounted stream of utility as a function of the state variables of the household and the economy. In this case, the household faces a decision problem of the same form in each period, and changes in V can serve as a basis to measure changes in real wealth. 3 The proposed measure of real wealth W r will not bede ned in utility units, but in money units, by use of a positive monotone transformation W r t = V t 2 which translates the value function into a money metric utility. Real wealth expressed in monetary rather than utility terms has the advantage that it is in line with traditional measurements and that it can bemore easily interpreted than the theoretical concept of utility. More importantly, we will see that changes in real wealth in monetary units can be approximately measured without knowing the exact utility function of the households, and it can be aggregated over households with di erent utility functions. In the following analysis, wealth is considered to be the fundamental concept, while saving is de ned as the change in real wealth:
This de nition of saving is widespread. An alternative de nition is income minus consumption". One might use the latter relationship to base a de nition of income on the de nition of wealth, but I will not follow up this issue here. As a starting point o f the analysis, it appears more straightforward to provide a theoretically satisfactory de nition of wealth than one of income.
Wealth as money metric utility
The index number problem related to changing interest rates can be solved by methodsthat are used in static contexts to measure real income, since consumption in di erent periods can be treated as di erent goods. A theoretically consistent w a y t o de ne real income is by use of the expenditure function, which can be called Money Metric Utility" MMU in this context. 4 The following paragraphs transfer the familiar microeconomic concepts of indirect utility function, expenditure function and MMU to a dynamic economy. We assume that a household consumes each period a vector of consumption goods c t , which may include leisure. In a rst step, it is useful to eliminate the e ects of in ation. Assume that in ation t has been de ned as the change in the price level of consumption, in a way that will bespeci ed later. Then the price index P t can bede ned as accumulated in ation As arguments of the indirect utility function we need the relative prices of all goods.
They are provided by the set of current and future relative prices p t ; p t +1 ; : : : , which we collect into P, and the set of compound interest factors R t; t + , which we collect into R, such that P = p t+ and R = R t; t + . Indirect utility is then A. Note that the indirect utility function is de ned for an individual who takes prices as given, so that the prices and interest rates are independent of the level of assets A. As in the static framework, we can now de ne the expenditure function as eR; P; U = min A s.t. R; P; A U Provided continuity o f , the expenditure function is just the inverse of the indirect utility function w.r.t. its last argument.
Next we de ne money metric utility, which is based on a reference price system. In principle, one can take a n y set of prices as a reference, but the analysis is more relevant if we can identify a natural candidate for a price system, such that the actual prices in the economy are never very far away from it. Along the intertemporal dimension, such a natural reference price system can be given, because interest rates tend to bestationary variables, which gravitate about a steady state value we will always assume the existence of a steady state. In the static dimension, this is much more problematic, and it certainly depends on the level of disaggregation of consumption. Since the topic of this paper is the intertemporal index number problem, we will not delve i n to this problem here, but assume that there is a steady state of the economy with constant real interest rate r and prices p nom t growing proportionally. In ation may vary over time, but the vector of relative prices p t will be constant in a steady state, and can therefore be denoted by p . We denote the constant real interest and price paths prevailing in the steady state as R and P . The money metric utility of a consumption path C, e v aluated at steady state prices and interest rates, is then given by M M U R ; P ; C = e R ; P ; U C We can now de ne real wealth, which could also be called Money Metric Indirect Utility function, as W r R; P; A = e R ; P ; R ; P ; A 8
The level of real wealth related to the market value of assets A including the value of future endowments at given interest rate and price pro les R; P is de ned as the value of assets that would benecessary to realize the actually obtained utility level if interest rates and prices were at their steady state values. The transformation in Equ. 2 is therefore given by V = e R ; P ; V .
Figure 1 illustrates this de nition within a two-period model. We compare two di erent situations. In the rst situation, the household faces the budget constraint represented by the line AA 0 , c hoosing consumption bundle E, in the second situation the budget constraint is AA 00 and it chooses G. While G is on a higher indi erence curve than E, the example was constructed so that in both situations wealth in current consumption here c 1 is given by the distance OA. If our base price vector is represented by the slope of AA 0 , however, real wealth in the second situations is given by OB,where the line BB 0 has the same slope as AA 0 and is tangent to the higher indi erence curve.
Figure 1: Illustration of real wealth in two-period model
Stochastic economies
In the deterministic case, goods are indexed by date. In a stochastic economy, goodsare referenced not only by date, but also by state of nature, so that c ;S means Consumption in period , if the world is in state S". If the utility is stateindependent, the exact nature of these states is irrelevant, only their probability distribution matters. We will assume that the state of nature S t is an element of a time-invariant state space, and denote by S a sequence of states S 0 , S 1 , etc.
Since interest rates r t and prices p t are functions of the state of the economy S t , indirect utility can now be written as a function of the probability distribution S over the sequence of states S. Analogously to Equ. 7, we de ne
Here, E denotes expectation w.r.t. the probability , and R 0; ; S is the state-contingent i n terest factor Arrow-Debreu price of consumption at time with state sequence S. The expenditure function is again given by e; U = min A s.t. ; A U T o de ne real wealth, we h a v e to choose a reference probability distribution . In the discussion of the deterministic case, I have stressed that the base price system is not arbitrary, but conforms to a steady state to which the economy converges. The same can beachieved in the stochastic case if the economy under consideration is stationary and Markovian. Then we can de ne S as the probability distribution of S conditional on S 0 = E S t , i.e., the economy starts from its average value ES t .
Stationarity implies that the expectation is independent o f t .
Equipped with a reference system, we can give a de nition of real wealth analogous to Equ. 8:
The situation is slightly more complicated if the economy is nonstationary, for example if S contains some variables with trend. We then have to transform the state space so that it only contains stationary variables, for example by dividing all variables by an index of technical progress. This procedure is widely used in the analysis of growth models. If the economy has a stable steady state, it is always possible one can say, by de nition to nd a transformation of the state space so that relative prices and real interest rates are a function of the state variables, and the economy converges to a stationary distribution over the transformed state variables.
Approximate Wealth Measures
While the de nition of real wealth is analogous to the de nition of real income in a static context, the practical measurement is much more problematic because the concept of wealth refers to future paths of consumption and prices, which are of course not all observed. For practical applications, it is necessary to develop an approximation to the exact theoretical measure of real wealth such that it can be estimated with available data. This section provides approximations that are similar to the Laspeyre indices often used to handle static index number problems. Section 3.1 deals with the simplest case of an individual household in a deterministic environment. Sections 3.2 3.4 then provide three extensions which are necessary for the empirical measurement of national wealth in Section 5: uncertainty, aggregation over heterogenous households, and the e ect of capital taxes.
Deterministic environment
The index developed in this section provides a linear approximation to changes in real wealth, which only requires the following information: the market value of assets; the real interest rates of di erent maturities, R t; t + ; the steady state interest rate r , and the steady state growth rate of consumption, g . It should be stressed that no information on the utility function of any household is required, nor the knowledge of the future consumption path of the economy, except of the steady state growth rate. The most problematic requirement is the knowledge of expected real interest rates. Section 5.2 will deal with this problem in a practical context.
Real wealth in a situation with consumption path C was de ned as the price of C under R ; P , where C is de ned as the consumption pro le which provides the same utility a s C and is optimal under R ; P . Since C is an optimal path under R ; P , we know that it grows at the steady state growth rate g , so that we can write it as c 1 + g where c has yet to be found. At steady state prices, this consumption path costs W r R; P; A = 1 + r p c r , g 11 which is the desired measure of real wealth. The task therefore reduces to nding c .
That C provides the same utility a s C is equivalent t o s a ying that M M U R ; P ; C , M M U R ; P ; C = 0
12
To obtain an approximative measure, we replace 12 by its rst order approximation M M U R ; P ; C , M M U R ; P ; C The last equality follows from the fact that the partial derivative of MMU w.r. The equation provides an approximation to real wealth by multiplying the market value of assets by the correction factor 1+r = r ,g P 1 =0 R t; t + 1 + g , which can be computed from the information listed at the beginning of the section. The crucial step of the above approximation can be described as follows: rather than nding the steady state consumption pro le that yields the same utility as the 5 Cf. Hillinger 1994. A brief and somewhat heuristic derivation is as follows: the household maximises P 1 =0 u ct+ subject to P 1 =0 R t; t + pt+ ct+ = A. The rst order conditions imply @u @c t + =R t; t + pt+ , where the Lagrange multiplier is the marginal utility o f w ealth, @U=@A. Duality then implies that 1= is the derivative of the expenditure function w.r.t. utility, and therefore @ M M U R ; P ; C @ct+ = @eR;P; U C @ct+ = @eR;P; U C @U @U @ct+ = 1 @u @ct+ =R t; t + pt+ pro le actually chosen, we are content with nding the one that costs the same as the actually chosen path, under the actual price system R; P. One is the traditional Laspeyre approximation, given by the line LL 0 . It is the cost of the new consumption bundle G at base prices. The Laspeyre index requires knowledge of the future consumption path, which we do not suppose. What we do suppose is a knowledge of the budget line AA 00 , because A is the market value of wealth and the slope is given by the real interest rate; b knowledge of the slope of OO 0 , characterised by consumption growth in steady state. The approximation described above picks the point H, which is the intersection of OO 0 and AA 00 , and computes the price of this bundle under our base price system, which is represented by the slope of AA 0 . Approximated real wealth is therefore given by the distance OW a . The picture suggests that W a R; P; A W r R ; P ; A W L R;A It is easily seen that this is always the case. The result w.r.t W L follows from the usual substitution argument, and the proof for W a is as follows: since the bundle H is on the budget line, revealed preference shows that UH UG. Since H is optimal at the base price system, we h a v e W a R ; P ; A = e R ; P ; U H eR ; P ; U G = W r R; P; A
Uncertain returns on capital
In the stochastic case, consumption, interest rate and prices are state contingent. With the linearisation approach as in 13, we obtain the analogue to 14 The lhs of 18 is the market value of the consumption path c S t+ , which starts at S t = ES t , at actual prices. To make the measurement operational, we replace this exact valuation formula, which holds in an economy with dynamically complete markets and a full set of state-contingent i n terest rates R t; t + ;S, by a simpler and widely used valuation formula, which discounts expected dividends by a risk-adjusted rate of interest. Then we obtain 1 X =0 R adj t; t + E t p S t + c S t + = A t 19 R adj t; t + denotes the risk-adjusted" rate of interest, which is in our context the expected return on the market portfolio. Equation 19 has the advantage that we only have to know the expected value, not the complete probability distribution of future consumption streams.
In the reference situation, the economy starts from S 0 = E S t , and the expected value of consumption will therefore grow approximately at a constant rate, so that we can write E t c S t+ c 1 + g . Inserting this into equation 19, we obtain an equation analogous to 16, where R t; t + was replaced by R adj t; t + . If we de ne real wealth as the cost of the price path at prices p and steady state risk adjusted interest rate r adj , w e again obtain the formula 17.
Aggregation
The above analysis applies to an individual decision maker, but we are also interested in the measurement o f aggregate, or national, wealth. One could always jump from the individual to the aggregate level by invoking a representative household", but there is a more direct way to aggregate wealth which does not rely on this problematic concept.
Assume now that the economy consists of N households which are indexed by n = 1; : : : ; N . The households may di er in endowments and preferences, with the only restriction that their utility parameters must be such that, for a given constant path of interest rates, their consumption grows at the same rate. This is a necessary condition for the existence of an aggregate steady state. In this case, r and g are de ned as above, and Equ. 11 holds for each household separately, i.e., W r n R; P; A = 1 + r p c n =r , g , where the bundle c n may di er across households. If we de ne aggregate real wealth as the sum of individual real wealth, we obtain 
Taxation of capital income
So far the analysis has abstracted from governments and taxes, but in the empirical application in Section 5 we cannot completely ignore the e ects of capital taxation on asset values. My discussion of this issue will be very preliminary, h o w ever, and a more thorough treatment of tax considerations is left for future work.
The market value of any asset k is given by
where R bef t; t + is the before tax interest factor, and D k denotes the before tax dividends on the asset. In the following we simplify the analysis by assuming that asset returns are taxed only through taxes on dividends. Then the market value of assets measures both the tax component and the private component of the return on capital, discounted at the before tax interest rate. The market value of all assets is then the discounted stream of total consumption, private and government. This is appropriate since we are interested in the measurement o f national wealth and saving. If we de ne real wealth as the cost, under steady state before tax 6 interest rates, of the consumption stream that grows at the steady state growth rate and costs the same as the total stream of private and government consumption, Equ. 14 and the real wealth formula 17 still apply, with R t; t + replaced by R bef t; t + . One should note, however, that the rst order approximation 13 cannot berigorously justi ed without making any further assumptions on the determination of government consumption. Unfortunately, the above simple procedure runs into problems when the tax treatment o f g o v ernment bonds, relative to that of other assets, changes. Let us illustrate this by a concrete example: assume an unexpected change in tax policy which l o w ers the tax rate on future corporate dividends. This increases the market value of corporate equity, while the market value of government bonds and the interest rate are approximately unchanged abstracting from the general equilibrium repercussions of the change in corporate taxes. Since the interest rate on government bonds is approximately unchanged, formula 17 interprets the increase in equity values as an increase in national wealth. This is not correct, however: what has really happened is a redistribution from the government sector to equity o wners. Accounting for this kind of e ect requires a thorough analysis of changes in tax code, which is beyond the scope of the present paper. In the empirical analysis, I use Equ. 17, but try to alleviate these problems by excluding some types of assets from the analysis, cf. Section 5.1.
Real wealth in a RBC model with money
Before applying the concept of real wealth to empirical data, it is useful to study the relationship between asset prices, interest rates and real wealth in a well understood model economy. This will help us in interpreting and understanding the empirical results. In addition, it will allow us to investigate how accurately the exact wealth concept of Section 2 is measured by the linear approximation of Section 3. We will consider a general equilibrium model that is rich enough to study the e ects of changes in productivity as well as the e ects of monetary policy. I have chosen the real business cycle model with a cash-in-advance constraint and nominal wage rigidity, because I think it is the best known model with these characteristics, and it is described in all of its aspects, including the calibration and the numerical solution technique, in a widely used textbook Cooley and Hansen 1995. The next subsection gives a brief description of the model. For details, the reader is referred to the above mentioned source.
The Model
The model is a real business cycle model which is driven by technology and monetary shocks. Money is valued because of a cash-in-advance constraint. To allow for non-negligible e ects of monetary policy, one type of nominal rigidity i s i n troduced: nominal wages are set one period in advance. Labor demand then determines actual labor input. An additional feature of the model, and the only point in which it di ers from the model in Cooley and Hansen 1995, is that it allows for convex adjustment costs in capital formation. This is a small but signi cant c hange, because otherwise, sizeable changes in interest rates or revaluations of assets are not possible. In the labor market, the nominal wage w t is set at the end of period t , 1 such that the expected labor supply and demand in period t are equal cf. Cooley and Hansen, 1995, p. 207 The lower case letters c 1 etc. denote household variables in contrast to aggregate variables. The stochastic paths of wages w t , the output price P t , the price of a claim to one unit of installed capital P K t which di ers from P t because of adjustment costs, interest rates r nom t and dividends per unit of capital d t are given for the household.
Also exogenous for the household, but stochastic, is the number of hours worked h t , because of the assumption that rms' demand determines labor input. To determine the interest rate in the model, we assume that the household can hold bonds b that yield in period t a nominal interest rate xed in period t , 1. Since there is zero net supply of bonds, the interest rate in equilibrium is such a s to make the demand for this bond equal to zero. This completes the description of the model. Cooley and Hansen 1995 describe how to nd the general equilibrium of this kind of economies. They also describe how to calibrate the parameters; I have adopted their values, which are = 0:84, 
Measuring real wealth
The cash-in-advance model is slightly more complex than the setup of Sections 2 and 3, in two respects. First, there are two market imperfections, the predetermined money wage and the cash-in-advance constraint. Our methodology is exible enough to handle this situation: real wealth is still given by the market value of assets which would be necessary in the reference situation to achieve the same utility level. Second, the household has two types of assets, money and bonds, which are not convertible at the beginning of the period. In a more complicated framework, there may be many t ypes of consumer durables with imperfect second hand markets, which pose the same problem. We can handle this case by assigning shadow prices to inconvertible assets. Here, we express everything in values of bonds, not money. Then, 1 dollar of money is worth @U @C 1 = @U @C 2 dollars of bonds, which is more than one dollar if the cash-in-advance constraint is binding. At the shadow price, the household would demand exactly the quantity of money that it holds.
A nal consideration concerns the measurement of human capital, i.e., the discounted value of the household's time endowment. Rather than the value of the total endowment 24 hours a day, here normalised to 1, I measure only the value of the time that is worked in steady state, H , which is probably more in line with the standard concept of human wealth. 8 One should note that human capital must be de ned by reference to a xed numberofhours, not the actual hours worked, since otherwise the decision of the household to buy an hour of leisure would count as a reduction in wealth.
Some technical details on the wealth computations can be found in Appendix A.
Findings
The relationship between real wealth, market value of assets and interest rates in this model can best beunderstood by looking at some impulse response functions. To facilitate the interpretation, we rst consider a slight v ariation of the parameters of the model, where the productivity shock is uncorrelated, = 0 . response of the economy to a one percent productivity shock in this case. In period 1, the economy is in the steady state. In period 2, productivity e z is 1 higher than expected. Higher productivity leads to higher labor input, and both factors lead to an increase in output of 1.567 percent in period 2. A part of the additional output is invested. Because of the convex adjustment costs, the marginal return on investment, and therefore the real interest rate, decrease. As a consequence, the consumption of the non-cash good C 2 also increases. From period 3 on, the economy is almost back at the steady state, which re ects the well known fact that this type of model has no signi cant propagation mechanism. To understand the change in real wealth W r , note that in steady state it is equal to the discounted value of current and future production Y , K=1, plus the value of the money stock M P C 2 1, C 1 , which sums up to 68.6 quarters of production. The one percent productivity increase during one quarter increases real wealth by approximately one percent of quarterly production, which is equal to 1 68.6 = 0.015 percent o f w ealth. Output increases by more than one percent, but this is due to the decrease in leisure, and does not represent an increase in total wealth. The market value of assets increases much more than real wealth, namely by 0.690 percent. This is due to the 0.651 percentage points decrease in the real interest rate in quarter 2, which implies that all future dividends are discounted by 0.651 less. Together with the increase in real wealth and the slight decrease in interest rates in future periods, this leads to the 0.690 percent c hange.
In interpreting changes in consumption, one might be misled by the observation that the consumption of the non-cash good C 2 increases by about the same percentage as asset values. The discussion above should make it clear that this is predominantly a substitution, not a wealth e ect, since real wealth has almost not changed. In period 3, consumption is close to steady state value, and the period 2 value can be explained by the Euler equation C 2t = 1 + r t E t C 2 t +1 . The logarithmic utility function implies a substitution elasticity of -1, so the change in consumption is of the same size as the change in the interest rate. A wealth e ect on consumption would bemuch more persistent. Let us now study the reaction of the economy to shocks in productivity and money growth in the benchmark model with = 0:95. The e ect of a productivity shock a Productivity shock Since the shock i s more persistent n o w, there is a much bigger increase in real wealth. Since the e ect on real interest rates is smaller, the di erence between asset values and real wealth is less pronounced. An unexpected increase in the money stock P anel b leads to a higher price level, a l o w er real wage rate, and higher real money balances. This increases labor demand, therefore labor input and production. Real wealth is almost una ected: the higher real money balances mean an e ciency gain, while the non-optimal labor input we are o the household labor supply curve means an e ciency loss. Both e ects are small, and the sum of the two e ects is negligible. The decrease in the real interest rate due to the money shock, however, increases asset values by about 0.6 percent.
The dynamics of the model is summarised in Table 2 , which provides standard deviations and cross-correlations for the most important v ariables. To highlight the e ect of adjustment costs, the table presents results for the model with no adjustment costs = 0 a s w ell as those for the benchmark model = 3 : 5. The fundamental Table 2 : Second moments of model series; standard deviations in percent of steady state values interest rate: percentage points; lower triangle of correlation matrix refers to benchmark case, upper triangle to case = 0 . di erence between the two parametrisations is that the interest rate uctuations are much larger with adjustment costs, 1.58 percentage points standard deviation versus 0.48 recall that it is 1.596 for the US, 1960 US, -1993 . Adjustment costs therefore lead to higher uctuations in asset values, while real wealth uctuates somewhat more without adjustment costs, since the capital stock can bechanged more easily. However, asset values uctuate much more than real wealth in both parametrisations. In the benchmark case, the standard deviations di er by a factor of 8.
The most important message from Table 2 is that changes in asset values are not a reliable indicator for changes in real wealth: the correlation between both measures is only 0.38 in the benchmark case the change in both measures is of the same sign in 33 of cases. In contrast, the linear approximation 17, which will be used in the empirical application of the next section, is very accurate. The correlation with exact real wealth is close to one more exactly, it is 0.999995; the sign of the change is correct in 99.5 of cases. In the case without adjustment costs, the correlation between market values and real wealth is also high 0.92; however, this is only true because the interest rate uctuates so little that the intertemporal index number problem almost disappears.
Real Wealth in the US
This section estimates real wealth in the US from 1960 to 1993, uses the results to compute a new estimate of the US saving rate, and compares it to other, more traditional saving measures. The results will illustrate the quantitative importance of the index number considerations addressed in this paper.
The reason why I have chosen the US for the empirical application is the availability of data. The detailed balance sheets data from the Federal Reserve Board provide a goodbasis for real wealth calculations. Also available are historical data on interest rates on government bonds of di erent maturities, as well as on in ation expectations Livingston survey data, which are necessary to compute expected real interest rates.
Types of assets considered
In this paper, I do not try to measure total US wealth. First, I cannot cope here with the di culties of measuring human capital, which I therefore exclude from the analysis. Second, we h a v e seen in Section 3.4 that our analysis may lead to misleading results if we combine assets whose relative tax treatment changes over time. I therefore exclude non-nancial wealth, which consists mainly of owner occupied real estate and consumer durables, because their tax treatment di ers completely from that of nancial assets Gravelle 1994, p.294 . With respect to nancial wealth, more accurate measurements should take i n to account the tax di erences between equities and bonds, but this is left for future work. The estimates in Section 5 will therefore use valuation equation 17, apply it to total nancial wealth, using the before tax interest rate adjusted for risk.
Data
Formula 17 requires data on the market value of assets, the steady state growth and interest rates of the economy, and risk-adjusted real interest rates for di erent maturities. As proxy for the steady state growth rate I take a v erage GDP growth per capita within our sample period, which is 1.88 percent per annum. As steady state interest rate I take the average expected real interest rate, de ned as the nominal rate on 1 year government bonds minus the in ation rate expected for that year in previous Decembertaken from the Livingston Survey, cf. below, which is 2.51 percent. The data on asset values come from the Federal Reserve Board's Balance Sheets for the US Economy 1945-1994", Table B .11.
The computation of real risk adjusted interest rates involves three steps. First we have to adjust for risk premia that longer term nominal bonds might involve. On average, the yield curve is upward sloping. I i n terprete the additional return on longer lived bonds as a reward for higher in ation risk. To adjust for that, I subtract from each series a constant so that the average of every interest rate series is equal to the average of the one-year rate.
Second, the interest rates must be adjusted for risk by adding a risk premium. I have made the strong assumption that the risk premium is constant over time and the same for all maturities. It is then computed as the return on nancial assets minus the return on one-year government bonds. In the period 1960-1993, this is 3.42 percent. The details of the computation are in Appendix B.
The third step is the estimation of in ation expectations, for which I use the well known Livingston survey for a discussion of the survey data, cf. Carlson, 1977 . I consider survey data a much more reliable indicator of the true in ation expectations in a given historical situation than any model forecasts. A drawback of this survey is that no data on long-term expectations are available before 1991. To obtain estimates of long-run in ation expectations, I make use of the assumption that real interest rates are stationary. I therefore assume that the expectation at time t of the interest rate prevailing at time t + 30 longest maturity a v ailable in the data is equal to the steady state interest rate r . This implies that the expected in ation rate E t t+30 is the implicit forward nominal interest rate for t + 30 which can be estimated from available interest rate data minus r . To obtain medium term in ation expectations, I assume that they regress exponentially to their asymptotic value E t t+ = E t t+ ,1 + 1 , E t 1 32 and make the simpli cation t+30 = 1 this is not fully consistent with Equ. 32, but is a goodapproximation for not very close to 1, and simpli es the following estimations considerably.
The Livingston survey provides a way to obtain estimates of and to test the empirical validity of the above procedure. Starting in June 1991, the survey asks for the average expected in ation rate of the next ten years. Figure 4 displays asset values and a point estimate and con dence bands for real wealth. The con dence bands result from the con dence interval for in the above OLS estimation. A rst observation is that real wealth is even more volatile than 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 Bn. of 1987 dollars between 0 and 1. The discrepancy between model and data re ects the fact that empirically, the growth in the market value of assets is slightly positively correlated with the real interest rate correlation 0.097 in our sample; cf. Barsky, 1989 for possible explanations of this phenomenon, while it is highly negatively correlated in the model economy -0.998 in the benchmark speci cation. It suggests that the RBC model does not give a realistic account of how expectations about the future growth path of the economy c hange over time.
Empirical results
While asset values climb rather continuously during the full sample, real wealth declines sharply in the mid-Seventies, and then increases enormously from 1980 to 1982. Within two y ears, US nancial wealth increases by 65. These variations are mirrored by the movements in the real interest rate Figure 5 , which decreases in the beginning of the Seventies, and recovers in the beginning of the Eighties.
The qualitative results about the movements of real wealth appear plausible. It 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 Percentage points is not surprising that real wealth declined signi cantly after the oil price shock and the recession in 1975, and the rise in asset prices at the beginning of the 1980s was justi ed ex post: the real rate of return on equities, measured as the dividend-price ratio plus the increase in stock values minus the in ation rate, jumped from an average of about 2 percent for the time 1960-1979 to about 11 percent in the 1980s. Nevertheless, the size of the change from 1980 to 1982 is extreme. I see mainly two reasons why these gures may overstate the true increase in real wealth. First, the magnitude of the changes is rather sensitive to the value of chosen. For the point estimate = 0 : 922, the change is 65 percent. For the lower bound of the con dence interval, = 0 : 873, the change is 43 percent. If one distrusts the OLS estimates and takes, for example, = 0 : 5, which implies quick converge of in ation expectations to their asymptotic value, the change is only 17 percent. Second, we have not worked out the e ects of the 1981 tax reform on asset values and real wealth.
Furthermore, it is not clear whether this increase in real nancial wealth constitutes an increase in national wealth. Since we have excluded human wealth from our measurement, we cannot rule out that what goes on is partly a redistribution from labor to capital, possibly due to a decline of union power. More comprehensive accounts are necessary to decide these issues. Figure 6 translates the wealth measures into saving rates, and compares them to the traditional measure of saving based on the National Income and Product Accounts NIPA. NIPA s a ving is de ned as exports minus imports plus inventory accumulation plus change in tangible wealth, including consumer durables and government real assets. The other two series are the change in the market value of nancial assets, and real nancial wealth point estimate, with changes in tangible assets added to both series without adjustments. Again, it is obvious that changes in asset values 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 Percent of GDP 
Conclusions
In an environment where real interest rates uctuate as much as they do in our economies, the market value of assets, in terms of current consumption or GDP, is not a goodmeasure for real wealth, in the sense that it does not correctly measure improvements in the economic situation of households. This applies to national as well as to individual wealth. The paper has developed a theoretically consistent de nition of real wealth as a welfare measure. Applying this concept to postwar US data, it was shown that changes in real wealth and in market values may di er substantially. For example, the 1980s saw an enormous increase in real wealth that was not re ected in the market value of assets. In interpreting these results, one should keep in mind that the empirical measurement of real wealth faces a numberof problems. One problem comes from the fact that expected real interest rates are currently not readily observable. The introduction of indexed government bonds in the US and in the UK will probably allow more reliable wealth measurements in the future. Problems that await further research concern the consideration of variations in capital taxation and in risk premia. The advantage of a theoretically grounded de nition of real wealth is to provide clear guidelines on how to improve and re ne existing measurements. The measure proposed here is exible enough to beapplied in many di erent economic environments.
A Computational Details in the Monetary Model
To solve the RBC model, a linear-quadratic approximation about the steady state Hansen and Prescott 1995 is used. The computation of interest rates is standard. The market value of total assets is computed by the following procedure. The linearquadratic approximation gives a linearised model with state vector x t and dynamic equation x t+1 = T x t + u t +1 where T is the transition matrix. If Ax is the market value of an asset with dividends Dx, the rst order condition of the household implies U C 2 x t Ax t = U C 2 x t D x t + E t U C 2 x t +1 Ax t+1 35 where U C 2 is the marginal utility of the non-cash good C 2 . Using the quadratic approximation U C 2 xDx = x 0 Qx with a symmetric matrix Q, Equ. 35 implies that U C 2 xAx = p 0 + x 0 P x where the constant p 0 and the matrix P satisfy P = Q + T 0 P T p 0 = tr u P=1 , The solution to the rst equation is given by P = I , T 0 T 0 , 1 Q . The constant p 0 is a risk premium, it depends on the variance of the shock u . Since the solution of the model uses an approximation that implies certainty equivalence, the computations ignored this constant for reasons of consistency, and computed asset values as Ax = x 0 Px=U C 2 x 36 An approximation about the steady state x was also used for the computation of exact" real wealth. Since the utility function 31 is linear in h, W r x = A x + A x , A x wx ; provides a very good approximation.
B Returns on nancial wealth
Financial wealth is de ned as the sum of the nancial assets of households and of the government. It excludes tangible assets of households, which mainly consist of owner-occupied real estate and of consumer durables. The income accruing to total nancial assets was computed as: Series Source Net interest NIPA T able 1.14, s. 29 imputed net interest on owneroccupied housing etc.
NIPA T able 8.18, s. 93, 100, 105 + 50 of proprietors' income NIPA T able 1.14, s. 9 + corporate pro ts NIPA T able 1.14, s. 20 undistributed pro ts NIPA T able 1.14, s. 32 + capital gains on corporate equity corporate equity Bal. Sheets Tab. B.100 x perc. change of Standard and Poor 500 Two comments on this formula are necessary. First, all returns are gross of taxes. Second, since I do not see a convincing way to split proprietors' income into a labor and a capital component, I counted 50 percent of it as capital income. This is of course only a rough guess, but it gives plausible gures: in 1990, equity in noncorporate business was about 2.5 trillions, proprietors' income was about 400 billions, and there were about 10 million people self-employed. The splitting used gives each selfemployed an annual income of $20,000, and leaves an 8 return on equity. The capital component is perhaps overstated; this may serve to compensate for the fact that we do not capture capital gains on noncorporate equity. The return on nancial assets is then computed as the average of capital income over nancial assets.
